**TIMEFORM VIEW:** SISKIN has looked all class to this point and had a bit up his sleeve when landing the Group 1 Phoenix Stakes at the Curragh last time, so he gets the narrow vote in this fascinating contest. French representative Earthlight, also a winner at the top level last time, ranks as the main danger ahead of Mums Tipple, who aims to back up a massive performance at York.

**Timeform 1-2-3:**
1: SISKIN (7)
2: EARTHLIGHT (1)
3: MUMS TIPPLE (6)
**Jockey Colours: Royal blue**

**Timeform says:** Unbeaten in 4 start to date, looking right up there top draw when grading down Raffle Prize to land the Prix Morry at Deauville last time, and looks bound to put up another bold showing here.  

**Timeform says:** Highly promising colt who was back to winning ways with no Pinatubo to worry about in the Round Tower Stakes at the Curragh last time. This is much tougher, but he’s earned the right to be here.

**Timeform says:** Returned to form at Doncaster recently but has loads to find and no surprise if he’s used as a pacemaker.
Jockey Colours: Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves

Timeform says: Followed a winning debut with a huge performance to land a valuable sales race at York’s Ebor meeting. Time and form of that race looks solid, so he’s high on the list despite the leap in grade.

CAREER STATS (Starts - Wins - 2nds - 3rds)
Flat Turf: 2 – 0 – 0 – 0
All Weather: 0 – 0 – 0 – 0

RECENT RACE BY RACE HISTORY
Date | Race Details | Going | Weight | Res (Dr) | Jockey | SP | 1-2-3 Result / Close-up | OR
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
22 Aug 19 | Yor R 2y Cls2 36K | Gd | 9.5 | 1 2/1 (14) | R L Moore | 7/11 | 1st MUMS TIPPLE, 2nd Morning Way, 3rd Alnwick, made all, quickened clear over 1 furlong out, very impressive | -
26 Jul 19 | Asc R 2y Mdn Cls2 12K | Gd-Fm | 9.0 | 1 7/10 (3) | Oisin Murphy | 5/11 | 1st MUMS TIPPLE, 2nd Morning Way, 3rd Banstead Man, made all, drew clear over 1 furlong out, held on gamely | -

7 (2) 1111 SISKIN (USA) S D bay c First Defence - Bird Flown
Jockey Colours: Green, pink sash and cap, white sleeves

Timeform says: Took his unbeaten record to 4 and opened his account at the top level when confirming authority over Monarch of Egypt in the Phoenix Stakes last month and every reason to think he’ll go well again.

CAREER STATS (Starts - Wins - 2nds - 3rds)
Flat Turf: 4 – 4 – 0 – 0
All Weather: 0 – 0 – 0 – 0

RECENT RACE BY RACE HISTORY
Date | Race Details | Going | Weight | Res (Dr) | Jockey | SP | 1-2-3 Result / Close-up | OR
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
09 Aug 19 | Cur R 2y Chs 17TK | St | 9.3 | 1 2/3 (3) | C T Keane | 10/11 | 1st SISKIN, 2nd MONARCH OF EGYPT, 3rd Royal Lytham, soon on terms, reluctant after halfway, and headed, passed along from 2 furlong out, led 1/2 furlong out, well clear in front, easy winner | 110
29 Jun 19 | Cur R 2y Chs 17K | Gd | 9.3 | 2 1/2 (1) | C T Keane | 4/6f | 1st SISKIN, 2nd MONARCH OF EGYPT, 3rd Fort Myers, broke smartly to lead early, quickened clear of rivals just over 2 furlong out, led home under positive ride, strong finisher | 103
24 May 19 | Cur R 2y Lst Chs 52K | Gd-Fm | 9.3 | 1 2/3 (3) | C T Keane | 11/8f | 1st SISKIN, 2nd Hayrock, 3rd Harpocrates, chaser headed, 3rd thumper, improved to dispute 1 1/2 furlong out, ridden to head home final furlong, quickened clear inside final furlong, strong finisher | -
11 May 19 | Ntw R 2y 12K | Gd-Yl | 9.2 | 1 7/10 (2) | C T Keane | 2/11 | 1st SISKIN, 2nd Harpocrates, 3rd Red Gaudenz, 3rd Red Gaudenz, headed Horse, led in closing stages, beat 2nd and 3rd, 2nd again, beat 2nd and 3rd again, ridden to head home final furlong, quickened clear inside final furlong, strong finisher | -

8 (9) 3165 SUMMERSANDS 36 b c Coach House - Koharu
Jockey Colours: White, purple cap

Timeform says: Has given his all in pattern company since winning at Beverley in June but he’s well out of his depth here.

CAREER STATS (Starts - Wins - 2nds - 3rds)
Flat Turf: 4 – 1 – 0 – 1
All Weather: 0 – 0 – 0 – 0

RECENT RACE BY RACE HISTORY
Date | Race Details | Going | Weight | Res (Dr) | Jockey | SP | 1-2-3 Result / Close-up | OR
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
23 Aug 19 | Yor R 2y Chs 128K | Gd-Fm | 9.0 | 5 1/2 (12) | Barry McHugh | 16/1 | 1st THREAT, 2nd MUMS TIPPLE, 3rd Royal Lytham, chaser headed, edged left off 2 1/2 furlong out, weakened final furlong | -
19 Jun 19 | Asc R 2y Lst Chs 51K | St | 9.3 | 6 2/1 (9) | Barry McHugh | 10/1 | 1st Southern Flare, 2nd Platinum Star, 3rd Galaneus, ridden to head home over 1 furlong out, ridden to head home final furlong, never matched leaders | -
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